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About BiBi

Authentic yet highly cosmopolitan, BiBi embraces the 

full variety of cuisines from the Indian subcontinent. 

The restaurant celebrates Indian food as light, elegant, 

and provenance-focused – all the better enjoyed in BiBi’s 

convivial open kitchen counter or on the leafy terrace on 

North Audley Street.

Food

The ever-changing menu is seasonally led, as it always 

is in India, and taps into ancient wisdom in its use of 

herbs and spices – everything from ginger and mustard 

to sweet cicely and CBD. Here, too, is an opportunity 

to explore the rich heritage of Indian cuisine before the 

colonial introduction of tomatoes and chillies.

Divided into four sections, the menu reveals a focus on 

high impact and flavoursome spice blends, as well as 

wood and charcoal grilling. A relaxed and playful menu is 

influenced by the street carts and roadside cafés from 

Punjab in the north, to Kerala in the south.



Events

Capacity

BiBi can host up to 32 guests inside the restaurant, while 

the outside terrace can accommodate up to 12 people on 

rattan chairs surrounded by verdant foliage. From the 

13-seater kitchen counter overlooking the custom-built 

sigree, BiBi’s guests can witness the meticulous detail 

and precision with which each dish takes shape.

BiBi can be hired exclusively for your party and is ideal 

for any occasion where you are looking for an intimate 

and lively atmosphere encompassed by the open kitchen 

and stunning interiors which perfectly reflect the 

concept of BiBi.

 Inside  

 

32 seated

Exclusive Hire  

 

45 seated

Outside 

 

16 seated



Interiors

Contact

The interiors present mango wood and sandstone 

furnishings, walls adorned with antique brass and 

abstract prints. An overall contemporary and simple 

design achieves authenticity through pockets of detail 

such as the curved mirrors which echo the classic 

rhythm of Rajasthani architecture. Intricate patterns 

on the walls and furniture reveal a fresh take on Indian 

design. Outside boasts a 12-seat terrace with rattan 

chairs and foliage aplenty.

events@bibirestaurants.com 

www.bibirestaurants.com 

@bibi_ldn

http://www.instagram.com/bibi_ldn



